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QRADRATIC SHEAVES AND SELF-LINKAGE* 

GIANFRANCO CASNATlt AND FABRIZIO CATANESE* 

0. Introduction and first results. The present paper is devoted to the proof 
of a structure theorem for self-linked pure subschemes C C P£ of codimension 2 over 
a field k of characteristic p^2. 

We use the symbol C because the classical case to be studied was the one of 
reduced curves in P|. In this case, one can describe the notion of self-linkage in non- 
technical terms, saying that C is self-linked if and only if there are surfaces JP and G 
such that their complete intersection is the curve C counted with multiplicity 2. This 
is a special case of the notion of linkage (C is linked to C if C U C" is the complete 
intersection of two surfaces F and G), classically introduced by R. Apery, F. Gaeta 
(see [Ap], [Gae]) and later deeply investigated by the algebraic point of view by Ch. 
Peskine and L. Szpiro and by P. Rao (see [P-S], [Raol]). The special case of self- 
linkage was however studied before, in the work of E. Togliatti (see [Tol], [To2] ), and 
later D. Gallarati (see [Gal]), in the form of the theory of contact between surfaces. 

In [Cal] the theory of contact was related to a new theory, of the so called even sets 
of nodes, and later Rao used these ideas to obtain a structure theorem for projectively 
Cohen-Macaulay self-linked subschemes of codimension 2 in projective spaces (see 
[Rao2]). 

Recently, Walter's structure theorem (see [Wa]) for subcanonical subschemes of 
codimension 3 opened the way to solving some old conjectures about even sets of nodes 
and contact of hypersurfaces (see [C-C]). 

A basic ingredient was the algebraic concept of quadratic sheaves, generalizing 
to a greater extent the geometric notion of contact and even sets. This notion was 
applied in [C-C] to the classification of even sets of nodes on a surface F C P| for low 
values of the degree d. 

On the other hand, let F C P| be a surface whose only singularities are an even 
set of nodes A. Then there is a curve C on F passing through the points of A, and a 
surface G such that F fl G = 2C as cycles (see [Cal], [Gal]). With this in mind it is 
therefore only natural to apply the structure theorem for quadratic sheaves in order 
to obtain a structure theorem for self-linkage. 

This is done in the present paper, where we generalize the previously cited result 
of P. Rao to arbitrary pure subschemes of PJJ of codimension 2, (see also the survey 
[Ca2] of the second author for a preliminary version of these results). 

MAIN THEOREM. Let k be a field of characteristic p ^ 2 and C C P£ be a pure 
subscheme of codimension 2 which is self-linked through hypersurfaces F := {/ = 0} 
and G := {g = 0} of respective degrees d, m.  Let Qc be its sheaf of ideals and set 
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Assume moreover that ifn = l mod 4 and d + m — n — l = 2Q} then the following 
two equivalent congruences hold: 

X(0pnte)) - X(OF-{Q - d)) - x(Oc(Q)) S 0  mod 2, 

X(0n(g)) - x(On(Q - m)) - x(Oc(Q)) = 0 mod 2. 

Then there exist a locally free Gw*-sheaf €, a symmetric map a: £(—d — m)—>£ 
and a resolution 

(1) 0 —♦ Gn (-d) ®E(-d- m) Kx—3J Gn (-m) © S —> FF —> 0 

inducing exact sequences 

(tx) 
(2) 0 —-* 6{-d - m) ^4 Gn {-m) 0 S —» Qc —> 0, 

(3) 0 —> ^(-d - m) -2U E —> ^G —> 0. 

Conversely, given a subscheme C of codimension 2, assume that there does exist 
a sequence (2) with the above property of a being symmetric and deg(det(a)) = m. 
Then C is self-linked through the hypersurfaces F and G of respective equations f := 

det I  . ) and g := det(a). D 

It was conjectured by Ph. Ellia that if moreover C is subcanonical then C is the 
complete intersection of two hypersurfaces (see [E-B]). We have been trying to deduce 
this statement from our main theorem. In the meantime, Ellia's conjecture has been 
proven in [Ar] if n > 4, and in [F-L-K] when n > 3 and k = C. 

Moreover, in section 3 we discuss the problem whether the self-linkage ideal (f,g) 
is uniquely determined once the generator g of higher degree is fixed, and prove that 
the answer is positive under the condition that the subscheme be locally Gorenstein. 

Acknowledgements. Both the authors acknowledge support from the projects 
AGE, EAGER and Vigoni. 

First results. For the reader's benefit we recall the following definitions and 
results proved from [C-C]. From now on we always assume that A: is a field of charac- 
teristic p 7^ 2. 

DEFINITION 0.1. Let X be a projective, locally Cohen-Macaulay scheme. We say 
that a coherent, locally Cohen-Macaulay sheaf of (9x-modules J7 is a 5/2-quadratic 
sheaf on X, S = 0,1, if there exists a symmetric bilinear map 

inducing an isomorphism a: ^(6) -^-> Homox (f, Gx) • 

REMARK 0.2. If T is 5/2-quadratic, then it is reflexive since the natural map 
F —> T^ equals a"1 o <T(—5). 

Assume now that F C P£ is a hypersurface of degree d and that T is a 5/2- 
quadratic sheaf on F. 

The main result of sections 1 and 2 of [C-C] concerns a characterization of qua- 
dratic sheaves on hypersurfaces in P£ (including the needed parity condition as pointed 
out in theorem 9.1 of [E-P-W]). 
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THEOREM 0.3. Let F C PJ? be a hypersurface of degree d and let T be a 5/2- 
quadratic sheaf on F.  Then T fits into an exact sequence of the form 

(0.3.1) 0 —> S{-d -5)^S—>J:—*0 

where £ is a locally free Of*-sheaf and ip is a symmetric map if and only if the 
following parity condition holds: if n = 1 mod 4 and n + 1 — d — 5 = 2r, then also 
x(Jr(—r)) is even. 

Moreover we can choose £ such that Hi (P)J, £) = 0 for n > j > (n — l)/2. D 

REMARK 0.4. Following [Cal] we say that J7 is split symmetric if one can choose 
£ to be a direct sum of line bundles. This is possible if and only if J7 is arithmetically 
Cohen-Macaulay i.e., if and only if HI (PjJ, T) = 0 for each i = 1,..., n - 2. 

1. Prom self-linkage to quadratic sheaves. Our first main theorem is an 
application of the theory of quadratic sheaves. For another application see [C-C]. 

DEFINITION 1.1. Let C C P£ be a pure subscheme of codimension 2 and let 
^c Q Opn be its sheaf of ideals:   C is said to be self-linked with respect to the 
complete intersection X := Fn G of the two hypersurfaces F, G of respective degrees 
d, m, if C C X and one of the following equivalent conditions holds 

i) 9x:9c = 3c; 
ii) Zc/<3x=nomon(Oc,Ox)- 

For the above well-known equivalence see e.g.   theorem 21.23 of [Ei] (see also 
[P-S]). 

REMARK 1.2. Indeed, since Ssc and Qx coincide with Opn in codimension 1 and 
are torsion free, every 0 G Homo?n (Qcs ^sx) is given by a rational function, which is 
in turn regular by the normality of Opn. 

Condition i) of definition 1.1 can be thus rewritten as (see [Ca2], proposition 2.6) 

(1.2.1) 3c = «0mOpn(9to,3;O. 
k 

By duality for finite maps (see [Ha], exercise II.6.10), 

(1.2.2) Homorn(Oc,Ox) =Homorn(Oc,uJx{n + l-m-d)) = wc(n + l -m-d). 
k k 

Finally, let C, F := {/ = 0}, G := {g = 0} be as above, and assume m = 
deg(G) > d = deg(F). Then we can replace g by g-\-af (a is a homogeneous polynomial 
of degree m — d), and obtain by Bertini's theorem that G is smooth outside C. Indeed, 
if C is reduced we can even have that G is smooth at the generic points of C, so that 
G is a normal, whence irreducible, hypersurface. Moreover in this case (cfr. [Cal], 
proposition 2.6) condition i) is equivalent to cycle(X) = 2C. 

DEFINITION 1.3. Let FG := Sc/gOFn(-m), TF := 9to//C?pn(--d). 
By the above definition it follows that both TQ and Tp are obviously locally 

Cohen-Macaulay. By remark 1.2, since 

^/flOpn(-m) £ (/Opn(-d) + (/Ppn(-m))/^Opn(-m) S* fOG(-d), 

we have pairings 
^G x rG —> %x/gOn(-m) * fOG(-d), 
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and analogously 
TF^FF —> gOF(-m). 

To verify that a twist of FG yields a quadratic sheaf on G (similarly for Fp on F) we 
have to show that the pairing is perfect, i.e. FQ — 'Homo^ {FG, Ooi—d)). 

Let I/J G Homo^ (FG, 0G{-d)),then ^induces ^ : 5c -^ 0G(-d) 9* ^x/gO^-m). 

If ij)' is in the image of a 0 € Homo^ (9c^x), then, by remark 1.2, </> € S'c? and 
k 

clearly </> induces a zero ?/> if and only if 0 € gO^{—m). 
Thus, we are left with the verification that 

Tiomo^ (9c, 9x) -> nomotn (9c, %x/gOn (-m)) 

is surjective.  By the fet^ n -exact sequence, the above surjectivity is equivalent to 
k 

the injectivity of j: Sxt1^ (9c, tfOp- (-m)) -> ^^aPn (^c, 9x). 

To this purpose, consider 

0 — fictj^. {Oc,9x) -^ &tJv (^c, OG(-d)) —» 

— ^cv„ (Oc,pCp2(-m)) -^ £rt^ (Oc, 9*) 

where j' corresponds to j via the natural equivalence SxtQ^n (9C, •) — Zxtopn {Od ■)• 

It follows that j is injective if and only if i is an isomorphism. We have the exact 
sequence 

Homown (On, Six) —» Homo^ (9c, Qjr).—» 

—» £*«£,„, (Oc, ^x) — &^p„ (OPJ, 9x) = 0. 

Since WomoP„ (Op»,9x) = ^x and Homo   (9c, ^x) = 9C then 

&*oPn (Oc, 9x) £ 9c/9x - HomoP„ (Oc, Ox) a u;c(n + 1 - m - d). 

We also have 

firtj^ (Oc, Op-(-d)) —♦ &*cv (0c, Oo(-d)) —> 
fc k 

—> &^ (Oc, ^^ (-m - d)) -^ Extl^ (Oc, CTPJ (-d)) • 

Since C C G, then the multiplication by g is zero. Moreover, £xtl0^n (Oc, Op^(—d)) = 

0 since C is locally Cohen-Macaulay. We obtain that 

Sxt^ (Oc, 0G(-d)) * Ext\n (Oc,gOFn(-m - d)) * uc(n + 1 - m - d). 
k k 

The following easy lemma thus concludes the proof that i:uc(m + d — n — 1) —► 
ujc{m -j- d — n — 1) is an isomorphism. 

LEMMA 1.4. If H is a coherent Opn-sheaf and Q'.Ti -* H is either injective or 
surjective, then it is an isomorphism. 

Proof. Let Q be injective (resp. surjective) and /C := coker(p) (resp. /C := ker(^)). 
By Serre'stheorem B we get hl (PJJ, H(t)) = 0 (resp. h1 (Pg, /C(t)) = 0) for each £ large 
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enough, hence /i0(P^,/C(t)) = 0 for t large enough, whence /C = 0 by Serre's theorem 
A. □ 

Set d = 2d' + 6,m = 2m' + /z, 6, /z € {0,1}. Then FGW) is a (5/2-quadratic sheaf 
on G, and similarly ^(m7) is a ///2-quadratic sheaf on F. According to theorem 0.3, 
we obtain two locally free O^ -sheaves EQ and E'p provided that the respective parity 
conditions hold. 

It is convenient to rewrite such conditions. If n = 1 mod 4 and d-f m—n — 1 = 2^, 
then we want that xi^pio)) = xl^bC^)) = 0 mod 2. By two obvious exact sequences 
the above conditions are equivalent to the two congruences 

x(0Fn(g)) - x(On(g - d)) - x(Oc(Q)) = 0 mod 2, 
( " ) x(On(g)) - xiOrniQ - m)) - X(OC(Q)) = 0  mod 2. 

In turn the two congruences above are equivalent each other.  In fact, it suffices to 
show that 

x(On (g - d)) + x(Op» (Q - m)) = 0. 

To this purpose recall that 

x(C>Pn(/i)) . 

In our case n = 4a + 1 and £ is even. Since, by the linkage condition, dm is even too, 
the parity ofd + ra — n — 1 yields d = 2d', m = 2m\ hence 

t^    ,        AN      (2a + i)...(-2a + z) (2a - i)... (-2a - i)        ,,„    , 

where i = m' — d'. 
We define £G := £'G(—d') and £F := <?^(—m'). Then theorem 0.3 rewrites as 

follows. 

PROPOSITION 1.6. Assume that if n = 1 mod 4 and n-fl — d — m = 2g then 
the two equivalent congruences (1.5) above hold. 

Then there exist two locally free O^n -sheaves So and SF, such that HI (PjJ, SQ) — 
Hli^^^Ep) = 0 for n > i > (n — l)/2, fitting into exact sequences 

0 —► Sri-d -m)^£F —> TF —> 0, 
(1-6.1) an 

0—*£G(-d-m)^SG-^FG—>0, 

where taF — otp, totG — ®-G> d 

In the above proposition and in what follows, the superscript t denotes the dual 
morphism twisted by — d — m. 

REMARK 1.7. Let I C PjJ be a line disjoint from C. Then the restrictions 
of the sequences (1.6.1) to I are still exact. On the other hand TF\I = CVn^ and 
FG\I = OcrM, hence 

c^Ep) = -irk(5F)(d + m) + ~,        cx{EG) = -irk(£G)(d +m) + ^. 
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2.   From quadratic sheaves to self-linkage. From now on we will assume 
that the parity condition holds. 

Let Opn (—d)—>Of>n be the multiplication by /. Then it induces a map $: Opn (—d) - 
TQ. Since we have a chain of homomorphisms 
(2.1) 

Hom0,„ (Oi»(-d),£G) —>HomoF„ (OP-HO.-FG) —> 

-^Ext^„ (Opf(-d).,4o..(-d-m)) ^ 

S i/1 (Pg^G(-m)) 3 IT"1 (PjJ,5G(m + d - n - 1))'= 0 

we can lift $ to a map A: 0^[—d) —> £<?• 
Argueing as in (2.1) we obtain that the natural map 

Homopn (£G,SC) -^ Homopn (^G,^G) 

is surjective whence we infer that the surjection £G —> ^b can be lifted to i/: fc —> ^c- 
Notice that the map u o A is given by / G ii"0(P^, (9pn(d)) congruent /  mod g. 

Let r := rk(£G). We have a map 

Ar-1(aG):.Ar"1(^G(-d - m)) -^ A7-1^. 

Since Ar-1fG = ^G^det^G)""1 and A7'"1^ = ^G®det{£G), twisting by det(£:G)~1(-rf) 
and taking remark 1.7 into account, we obtain a map CFQ^'.EG —> Eci—d) such that 
ac OQ:^

J
(—m): £G{—m) —■> fc? is the multiplication by ^ and ^^(d) = d^ since ac? 

hence (XQ
3, is symmetric. 

We can then define 

/x := A(-d) o a^-7: ^G —» ^P^- 

PROPOSITION 2.2. Sc coincides with the sheaf of ideals of O^n generated by g 
and im(fi). 

Proof. Let us consider the second sequence in (1.6.1). We have a chain map 

0 —->£G{-d - m) 22> £G —^FG —^0 

(2.2.1) 1/3 U Ud 

0—>   Opj^-ra)   -^->9c—^G—►O 

where /? is induced by the restriction of v. 
By the mapping cone construction we obtain a resolution 

0 —► £GM - m) -i* C7pn(-m) © £G —> 9?G —► 0 

where 5 has components /3, a^. Recall that aG^fn) o a^J is the multiplication by g 
whence (v o ac)^) o a^"7 = gi^, since (z/ o g)(m) = gv. 

Diagram (2.2.1) yields gfi = v o ac- Composing on the right with aQj o A, we 
obtain 

gl3(m) o oiQ-i o A = gv o A: Opj(—d) —> 9?G(^) £ 0^(m). 

Since ^ is obviously a non-zero divisor in SCJ then vo A = /3(m) oa^ J o A: Opn (—d) -* 

Opn and since i/ o A is given by / = /  mod # the same is true for (3(m) o CXQ
3
 O A. 
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It follows from the above identities that 50^ = (j/oA(—m), gX(—m)) is represented 
by the product matrix 

Thus we obtain the following commutative diagram 

0 —+ 0Fn (-d - m) ^ 0¥n (-m) 0 0Fn (-d) —> Sx —> 0 

(2.2.2) JV JCS) 
0—>£G(-d-m) -^     0Fn(-m)®£G     ^Sc-^0 

whose right column is the inclusion. 
The mapping cone of (2.2.2) is a resolution of ^c/^x — ^c(^ +1 —d — m) (see 

(1.2.2)). Therefore the dual of the mapping cone of diagram (2.2.2) yields a resolution 
of Sc (see proposition 2.5 of [P-S]) and 9c coincides with the sheaf of ideals locally 
generated by the maximal minors of 

(3     1    0 
aG    0    A 

which is the ideal locally generated by the maximal minors of (a;<3, A). Our statement 
follows then from the very definition of ^ and the identity det(a<3) = g. □ 

Since fi o ao = ^A), then /i induces an endomorphism ^ of FG fitting into the 
following commutative diagram 

0—*£GM - m) 22> SQ —>PG —>0 

:x V     V 
0—>   Opn(-m)   -^Qc—^G—>0. 

Since J^ := ^c/gO^i—m), proposition 2.2 implies the surjectivity of ip. More- 
over ip is also injective by lemma 1.4 above. We can replace the given surjection 
TT'.SG-* FG with ^ o TT, whence we may also replace v by \x in the arguments of 
proposition 2.2, thus obtaining the following 

PROPOSITION 2.3.  There exists 7 € #0(P)!, Opn(d - m)) such that 

'7    *A 
/ = det .  . J \A    ac 

Proo/. Recall that we are now assuming v = ^, whence by the very definition of 
fi, jjio X = f  mod p. Since 

x     A ,f0    tX 
a o A = det     . 

then we obtain the existence of a 7 such that 
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Since / ^ 0 we get a coherent sheaf T supported on F and an exact sequence 

0 —> On(-d) (&£G{-d- m) VA-^r Opn(-m) ®£G —> J7 —> 0. 

It follows that ^{m') is /i/2-quadratic and we can easily construct the following exact 
sequence of the vertical complexes CVs 

Ci C2 C3 

SG{~d~m)             - ->   Opj(-m)e£G    —►   Qc 

O id                                    »? 

Ow(-d) ® £G(-d - m)   - -»  ew(-m)e£G  —>   ^ 0    —>    Op»(-d)efG(-d-m)    —>    0Fn{-m)®£G    —>    T    —>   0. 

The associated long exact sequence gives Of>n(—d) = H\(Ci) = HQ(CS) = ker(77). 
On the other hand / G ker(77), thus J^* = J^p. 

If we set £ := SQ and a := a^, the above discussion proves the "only if" part of 
the statement of the following main theorem. 

THEOREM 2.4. Let k be a field of characteristic p ^ 2 and C C P£ 6e a pure 
sub scheme of codimension 2 which is self-linked through hypersurfaces F := {/ = 0} 
and G := {p = 0} 0/ respective degrees d, m. Let 9c be its sheaf of ideals and set 
TF := 3c//0pj(-d), ^G := 3c/00pn(-m). 

Assume that if n = 1 mod 4 and d -f ra — n — 1 = 2p; t/ien tfte following two 
equivalent congruences hold: 

X(Ovz(Q)) - x(On(Q - d)) - x(Oc(Q)) = 0  mod 2, 
x(On(Q)) - x(On(g - m)) - X{OC(Q)) = 0 mod 2. 

Then there exist a locally free Of*-sheaf £, a symmetric map a: £(—d — m)->£ 
and a resolution 

(1 'M 

(2.4.1) 0 —> Opn(-d) ®£(-d - m) Vi-?; 0pn (-m) © f —■> jrF —> 0 

inducing exact sequences 

(tx) 
(2.4.2) 0 —> £(-d - m) ^4 0Pn (-m) ©5 —> Sc —> 0, 

(2.4.3) 0 —> f (-d - m) -^ 5 —> ^b —> 0. 

Conversely, given a subscheme C of codimension 2, assume that there does exist 
a sequence (2.4-2) with the above property of a being symmetric and deg(det(a:)) = 
m. Then C is self-linked through the hypersurfaces F and G of respective equations 

0    tA> 

/ := det I  . I and g := det(a). 

Proof There remains to prove the converse assertion. Let P 6 PJJ and consider in 
Opnp the maximal minors fc of the matrix (A a) obtained by deleting the ith column: 
in particular g = f1. Recall that 9c,p = (/i) • • • >/r+i) in ^Pn,Pj hence for each pair 
of indices 2, j = 2,... r + 1 we have 

Uijf + Vi^g = fifj 
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for suitable Uij^Vij G CV* p (the determinantal identity (1.2) of [Cal] with k = j = 
i). 

It follows that neither / nor g are identically zero, else C would have a codimension 
one component. The same identity shows that ^Q C 5SX- Moreover it is always true 
that 9x Q ^c, thus F and G have no common components. 

We now prove that Qx • ^c = ^c- To this purpose we first check that J7 := 
coker(a) = 5sc/90^{—m). Indeed the diagram 

0    —>    £G(-d-m)    —>    0Fn(-m)@£G    —>    Sc    —>    0 

id (0 id) 

0    —>   Sci-d-m)    —> £G —>    T    —>   0. 

induces a surjection 9^7 "^ F- Argueing as above we obtain that its kernel is 
#e>pn(-m). 

The map a induces an isomorphism T = Tiomo?ri (J
7, OG{—d)), since deg(/) = d. 

k 

We have h € 9x,p • ^C,P if and only if h$sc,p Q ^x^p- 
Taking residue classes   mod g, this is equivalent to hFp C 9x,PI'gOf^ ,p(—m) = 

OG,p(—d), since 51 € Q'x? hence to the fact that h  mod g is in TiorriOpn p (Fp, OG,p{—d)) 

FP, i.e. ft € 9c,p. D 

3. Self-linkage of generically Gorenstein subschemes. In this section we 
shall inspect more deeply the case when C is a generically Gorenstein pure subscheme 
of codimension 2 of P£ which is self-linked through two hypersurfaces F := {/ = 0} 
and G := {g = 0} of degrees deg^) =: d < m := deg(G). 

The first hypothesys implies that C is also generically locally complete intersection 
since its codimension is 2. Owing to the isomorphism (1.2.2) we have 

9c/9x=a;c(n + l-m-rf) 

whence at each generic point P £ C the sheaf u;c,p is invertible and a lift of a generator 
yields y such that Sc,p = (/jSSyJOpjj.p- Since C is generically complete intersection 
and $sx = (/»p) then 9(7 is either (/, y) or (#, y) at P. In the first case we have locally 
g = af + by. By changing globally g with g + cf for a suitable c we can assume that 
a is invertible at each generic point of C, hence at each generic point P G C we may 
assume that we are in the case 9c = (#> 2/) holds generically. 

Let now H := {h = 0} be another hypersurface such that C is also self-linked 
through H and G. Recall that we defined X := F DG. If we set X := H fl G, then 
the following proposition holds. 

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let C be a generically Gorenstein pure subscheme of codimen- 
sion 2 of PJJ which is self-linked through the two complete intersections X = F fl G 
andX^HHG. If deg(F) < deg(G) then X = X 

Proof At each generic point P e C we have 9c = (y, g) and 9x = (/>#)• By 
the factoriality of (!?p«,p and since (y^g) is a system of parameters for the regular local 
ring Owi,p, the condition 9x'- ^c = ^c amounts to the identity f = gz - y2 up to 
units. 

Moreover C is self-linked with respect to both X and X, whence in Opnp 

if, 9)- {y,9) = {y,g) = {Kg): {y,g). 
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It follows that y2 6 {h^g), hence (/,g) = (y2,g) C (ft,g) in Opj^p. Since such an 
inclusion holds at each generic point P £ C then (/, g) C (h,g). Changing the roles 
of / and h we obtain (/i,g) C (/, g), hence equality must hold. D 

REMARK 3.2. The condition deg(F) < deg(G) is necessary as shows the following 
easy example. Let C be the origin in the affine plane with coordinates h,g. Let 
/ = /i2-52.Then(/,5)^(/,/i). 

In order to clarify the role of the hypothesys that C is generically Gorenstein in 
proposition 3.1, in the remaining part of this section we shall give an example where: 

a) C is a pure subscheme of codimension 2 of PJJ, which is not generically 
Gorenstein; 

b) C is self-linked through X := F n G, with F := {/ = 0} and G := {# = 0} 
of degrees deg(F) =: d < m := deg(G); 

c) for each choice of the second generator 7} := af + g of Sx, there exists ft with 
deg(ft) = deg(/) such that C is self-linked through X := H n G, where G := {5" = 0} 
and JJ:={h = 0}, 

d) but X ^ X. 

EXAMPLE 3.3. Let n > 2, x and y independent linear forms in PjJ and C C P^ 
the subscheme associated to the ideal (x2,xy,y2). Notice that C is not generically 
Gorenstein. 

CLAIM 3.3.1. Let C be as above. Assume that C is self-linked through two hy- 
persurfaces F := {/ = 0} and G := {g = 0}, with deg(F) =: d < m := deg(G). 
Then d = 2, m = 3 and there exist two other linear forms xf

yy' on PjJ such that 
(x,y) = {x'.y') and 

i) either f = x'2 and g = y'3 mod f, 
ii)  or f = x'y' and g — xlZ— yf3 mod f. 

Proof Since deg(C) = 3 then deg(F n G) = 6 hence d = 2 and m = 3. There 
exists a Hilbert-Burch resolution of Qc 

0 —> e>pn(-3)2 -^ Opf(-2)3 -^ Qc —> 0 

where 

i4:=     -a;     y      ,        B := (x2,xy,y2). 

Then the module u;c(n — 4) := £xtQpn (2?cs Opj (—5)) has a dual resolution 
k 

0 —> <9Pn(-5) -^ Op"(-3)3 -^ OP"(-2)
2
 —♦ u;c(n - 4) —> 0. 

In particular LJc(n — 4) has two generators ei, 62 subject to the relations yei = 
0:62 = xei — ye2 = 0. On the other hand we have an isomorphism ^sc/^x — wc(n—4). 

Therefore 9c/^x has two generators, which lie in degree 2, satisfying the above 
relations. 

Up to a linear change (x,y) —> (x'\yf) of generators we can assume / = xf2 or 
/ = x'(xf + cy). 

We consider then the two possible cases. 
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c = 0, whence f — x'2. Hence, modulo /, we can find yr = ay + bxl such that 
either g = x'y,<1 or g = y'3. The first case is impossible since (/, g) must be a regular 
sequence. In the second case let ei = y/2, 62 = x/y/ mod 5sx- We obtain therefore a 
self-linkage of C. 

c ^ 0 whence we may set yf = x' 4- q/ and therefore / = x'yf. Hence, modulo 
/, g = ax'3 + by'3 where ab ^ 0, thus we can assume g — x'3 — y'3. In this case 
ei = x'2, 62 = s/2 mod 9^. D 

CLAIM 3.3.2. For each linear form L € k[x,y) there exist linear forms £, 77, M G 
fe[a:,y] 5iic/i ^/ia^ 

2/3-f-i:a;2 = 773 + Me2 

w/iere x ana? ^ fresp. £ and 77J are linearly independent. 

Proof. Let L := LQX -f- Liy. 
Assume that LQ 7^ 0. Then we may set 

where i?' is a fixed cube root of LQ. 

Next consider the case LQ = Li =■ 0. Then we may take rj = y, £ arbitrary and 
M = 0. 

Finally let LQ = 0 and Li ^ 0. Let a be such that 

(3.3.2.1) (3a2 - Za)2 - 12a4 = 0. 

Notice that a ^ 0. It follows that Say2 + 3a2xy -f a3a;2 — L-^xy is the square of a linear 
form £ := Rff(6ay + (3a2 — Li)x), where i?" is a fixed square root of (12a)~1. Setting 
rj := y + ax and M := -x, then y3 + Lx2 = r?3 + M^2. Notice that a: and ^ are 
independent, else a = 0 which is not a root of equation (3.3.2.1). On the other hand 
also £ and rj are independent for Li ^ —3a2, in which case substituting in (3.3.2.1) 
we would obtain 24a4 = 0, a contradiction. D 

Set now f := x2, g := y3,g := y3-\-Lx2 and h := £2. Since £ and 77 are independent 
(h,g) = (T?

3
,^

2
) so that C is self-linked through H := {h = 0} and G := {?= 0}, but 

/ 0 (hid), since x and £ are independent. 
Thus we have checked that our example satisfies conditions a), b), c) and d) 

above. 
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